
The Tudor Tailor: Reconstructing sixteenthcentury dress By Jane Malcolm-Davies Kindle The
Tudor tailored This is certainly a book I would recommend for anyone interested in making a piece
or pieces of Tudor clothing or simply anyone that has an interest in Tudor clothing and how it was
made. EPub The Tudor tailoring company I learnt a great deal from this book about the type of
clothing that men and women of various statuses wore during the Tudor period and how these items
of clothing were made. The Tudor Tailor epubs I have also been inspired to attempt to make a
Henrician coif with a plain brim! Jane Malcolm-Davies This book is so good! I must read for anyone
interested in 16th century English clothing. The tudor hotel collection There's an excellent
discussion of different types and colors of fabrics used in period including interesting tid bits like the
term cotton being used to refer to a type of wool in period and not to any fabric made from the
cotton plant. The Tudor Tailor epubs They refute several common myths about clothing in period
including the ubiquitousness of full boned supportive garments and the restriction of all shades of
certain colors to specific classes of people. EBook The Tudor tailorer ) Sumptuary laws did exist
but weren't always enforced successfully and would often refer to one specific shade or subset of
shades that required specific expensive dyes to produce while other.
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There is lots to enjoy here. The Tudor Tailor kindle direct There are six basic sets of patterns-
men's lower class.

Kindle The Tudor tailor brands
This book explains Tudor fashion throughout the 16th century based on paintings letters and the few
garments from the period still surviving. The Tudor tailormade company Even if you do not sew
this book should be interesting to anyone interested in the history of the Tudor period and it is not
as expensive as the other books now on the market on Tudor costuming. EPub The Tudor tailoring
company Jane Malcolm-Davies This was a really interesting read! I do wish there was an updated
version (maybe there is but I haven't found it yet) but overall it's a great addition to my collection.
The tudor tailor kirtle The research in the beginning is really great useful not only for people who
want to make the costumes but also for writers who want good reliable and comprehensive
information about what people wore in the era nobles and ordinary people alike. The Tudor Tailor
kindle reader It is very difficult to massively scale up the patterns provided unless you are expert
and the online versions have different shapes for different sized people in British dress sizes. The
Tudor Tailor epub file Jane Malcolm-Davies Although this is a book mainly aimed at people
interested in reconstructing and making period clothing it is also a valuable resource for anyone
interested in learning more about the types of clothing people wore and how these clothes were
made during the Tudor times. Etsy the tudor tailor The most obvious of these are portraits painted
during this period but there are also written documents such as material order lists and also pieces
of clothing that have survived from the period. Etsy the tudor tailor The book discusses the
different types of clothing for both men and women the names of various clothing pieces and how
these items developed and changed across the hundred plus years of the Tudor period. Etsy the
tudor tailor The research is really well done and documented and is great for anyone who lacks the
time less vibrant shades of the same color could be produced by more inexpensive plant dyes.
EBook The Tudor tailor brands So different from how we treat clothing today! Whether you are
interested in making these types of garments yourself or are researching about life in this period
Henrician and Elizabethan plus the same for women's. The tudor tailor kirtle Lots of the patterns
come with various options for sleeves necklines and outerwear plus accessories so you can create
quite a wardrobe with just these patterns! I have made up the fitted English gown as well as used
one of the skirt patterns to combine with a self drafted bodice for an Italian 16th century gown,
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Belts and many other items which were all used to accessories a person’s basic clothing. The tudor
tattler book series Chapter four explores the types of materials that were used during the Tudor
period. Kindle The Tudor tailored A person’s wage and status would have dictated what type of
cloth they could afford to make their clothing from, Etsy the tudor tailor Obviously farmers and
labourers would not have wanted to wear delicate silks and laces as they would rip and tear easily in
their line of work: EPub The Tudor tailoring company Yet also there were laws about what they
could and could not wear and this dictated a great deal of the materials clothes were made from,
The tudor tailor kirtle The richer the person and the higher their status the more delicate and
intricate materials that could be used to make gowns.

The Tudor tailormade company
Ruffs and various styles of caps and hats: EBook The Tudor tailor brands The first section of the
book goes into all of the research that goes into reconstructing what people wore during this period.
The Tudor Tailor kindle store The authors make extensive use of period sources such as wills.

EPub The Tudor tailoring company
Inclination or access to look through all of these sources themselves. The Tudor Tailor epubs
There is also a chapter discussing all of the various layers of clothing and how they would have been
worn. Kindle The Tudor tailor brands (I've heard everything from red to black to purple being
supposedly exclusively worn by one group of people or another: Kindle The Tudor tailored Each
pattern is given on a grid for you to size up to full scale, The Tudor Tailor epub reader This
pattern format is not the most beginner friendly but will give a good place to start the mock up
process. The tudor tailor kirtle I'm lucky to be close in measurements to the women's size but you
may need to do additional grading once the pattern is full sized. The typical tudor book The
pattern instructions are not as detailed as modern commercial patterns and may take a bit of
puzzling out if you are not familiar with constructing historical garments: The Tudor Tailor kindle
reader Multisize paper patterns are also available from their store if sizing up and grading is not
your thing: The Tudor Tailor kindle reader Garments for both men and women are described
from head to toe: EBook The Tudor tailor brands Patterns and directions are provided for making
the garments although the patterns are not full sized: The Tudor Tailor kindle direct They are
rather doll sized which I think would be fun for dressing a doll, Etsy the tudor tailor To make full
sized costumes you would have to first draft full patterns through measures from those provided in
the book: EPub The Tudor tailoring company Although embroidery and fastenings are explained
there are embroidery patterns provided in the book, Kindle The Tudor tailoring There is a list of
suppliers in the back of the book. Kindle The Tudor tailoring Jane Malcolm-Davies This book has
some great construction techniques. The Tudor Tailor epub file The costumes themselves can be
somewhat plain which might be historically accurate but that depends on the character you are
playing: EPub The Tudor tailoring company If playing higher nobility the difference in station
can be easily remedied by the costumer. The tudor tailor kirtle Ninya includes many patterns that
just need to be blown up to the appropriate size: EPub The Tudor tailoring company Overall this
is a must have for any re-enactor or cosumer of the Tudor Era. Kindle The Tudor tailoring Jane
Malcolm-Davies The actual reading portion of this book is brief; someone looking for a long well-
documented study of clothing in the Tudor period would be left hungry: The tudor tailor kirtle
However the book gives a strong overview of Tudor clothing habits backed up by documentation
both secondary (contemporary paintings) and primary (actual clothing): Kindle The Tudor



tailoring Furthermore it includes patterns that can be sized up to create a few basic items of the
Tudor wardrobe with Henrician and Elizabethan variants. Kindle The Tudor tailored The written
directions are somewhat confusing though some patterns feature step-by-step photographs (not all),
Etsy the tudor tailor A novice sewer might feel lost but someone willing to make practice items to
check the size and fit of the patterns would probably do well, Etsy the tudor tailor I have not yet
created clothing from the patterns in the book though I intend to do so and will update at that point,
Etsy the tudor tailor Jane Malcolm-Davies Ninya Mikhaila and Jane Malcom-Davies among others
have written a wonderful book about the clothes worn in Tudor England, The typical tudor book It
contains plenty of historical sources: extracts from wills and bills; paintings; engravings and effigies,
Book about the tudors It has loads of information that is useful and interesting such as drawings
of typical clothes for men women nobles and ordinary people for each decade or so. The Tudor
Tailor epub file It also has a table with different types of fabric a description and its uses. Etsy the
tudor tailor In the back the book contains patterns instructions and photos to help you make your
own historically accurate costumes. EPub The Tudor tailors I got this for Christmas last year and
immediately made one of the easier patterns (a Fitted English Gown from the 1560s) for myself: The
Tudor Tailor kindle direct I would say that this book is only really useful for those incredibly
interested in the era and the costume and for those who do want to make costumes. The Tudor
Tailor kindle store I have been sewing for a few years but I needed my grandmother to help me
with things like setting sleeves the instructions for which aren't in the book. The Tudor Tailor
epub file Some of the instructions that are there are also quite hard to follow; you really do need
two people attempt making a costume in order to stay sane: The Tudor Tailor kindle reader
However the photos are useful and the costume you have in the end is really lovely accurate and
fairly robust, EBook The Tudor tailorer I would suggest that if you are intending to make the
costumes you order the patterns from their online shop: Kindle The Tudor tailored Patterns are
posted to your home (although they are expensive at around £40!!! a go!). Book about the tudors
Jane Malcolm-Davies

The book provides 36 patterns and full step-by-step instructions detailed diagrams and photographs
that show the finished garments worn by real people. Etsy the tudor tailor There is also general
advice on choosing materials construction methods and an insight into the Tudor tailor's sewing kit:
EPub The Tudor tailoring company Jane Malcolm-Davies Incredibly detailed and helpful! Jane
Malcolm-Davies An absolute must-have for anyone interested in sewing Renaissance garb! Five stars
are not enough. EPub The Tudor tailors I have wanted to read this book for a long time and was
very lucky to have a friend lend it to me for the week, The Tudor Tailor kindle store The moment I
got my hands on the book and started to read I was engrossed: Kindle The Tudor tailored The
beginning of the book explores the types of resources that are used to gain a greater insight into
what people of the Tudor period wore. The Tudor Tailor kindle direct All of these are examined to
determine not only what people wore during this era but also how the various clothing pieces and
accessories are made. The Tudor Tailor kindle store Following on from this the authors provide
an outline of what the average life of a Tudor person would have been like: The Tudor Tailor



epubs They describe the average height of men and women the weather conditions the average
income of various people as well as the purpose of the clothing. Tudor clothing for sale The
authors then move on to describe what different people would have worn according to their class
and position within Tudor society: The Tudor Tailor epubs There were strict rules (although not
always enforced) about what different people could and could not wear: The Tudor Tailor epub
reader Everyone no matter their class wore linen or a smock underneath their clothing: Etsy the
tudor tailor Then depending on the type of job they did where they worked or how much money
they earned depended on what layers they could dress themselves in, Etsy the tudor tailor In
addition to this the authors describe in detail the types of accessories that people would have worn
depending on their status and position, Etsy the tudor tailor They discuss shoes jewellery coifs
hats bonnets ruffs aprons coats and other types of clothing, Book about the tudors This chapter
also details each type of cloth available at the time and how they were dyed woven and sewn
together to make each piece, The tudor tailor kirtle It also discusses the various styles and
fashions of Tudor clothing and how these changed throughout the years, Etsy the tudor tailor
From here the book offers a wide range of patterns to make various pieces of Tudor clothing: The
tudor hotel collection It starts off with a basic smock of which everyone would have worn; only the
style and intricacy would have changed depending on a person’s status: Kindle The Tudor tailor
brands After this there are patterns for clothing for common men and women as well as patterns for
intricate and beautiful French gowns doublets and sleeves: EBook The Tudor tailoring guide In
addition there are patterns for bodices farthingales portraiture and documents of orders of fabrics to
be made up into garments by tailors, The Tudor Tailor epub file I particularly the inclusion of a
picture of a whole range of wool yarn dyed with various plant dyes available in period. The Tudor
tailorman shirts There's also some really great discussions on how clothing functioned socially in
period, EBook The Tudor tailoring guide Fabric was so expensive that gowns were often remade
as the fashions changed given as gifts and bequeathed to people in wills.The second half or so of the
book includes patterns. Fitting advice is also included for some patterns. Pictures of examples
abound through out the book. Construction is explained. This is also explained. Hair dressing for
women is described. Other that that the book was very good. The research they've done is
fascinating. Quite a lot of sewing experience is necessary. The Tudor Tailor: Reconstructing
sixteenthcentury dressWow. the detail. Very good book. Both turned out really great! Jane Malcolm-
Davies.


